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Ian Binnington

TEACHING WITH REACTING TO THE PAST—BRINGING

ROLE-IMMERSION PLAY INTO THE COLLEGE CLASSROOM

Like many, I was vaguely aware of Reacting to the Past (RTTP) long before I tried it for
myself, not least because a colleague in my department has taught a version of the French
Revolution game. After attending an RTTP Regional Conference at Duke University in
January 2013, I taught a first-year seminar using the Reacting pedagogy, something I re-
peated in Fall 2014 and will repeat for a third time in Fall 2015. In spring 2015, I also
taught a Reacting class designed for history majors and minors. I have used “Frederick
Douglass, Slavery, Abolitionism, and the Constitution: 1845” and “Kentucky, 1861:
Loyalty, State & Nation” twice each, and “Patriots, Loyalists, and Revolution in
New York City, 1775–1776” and “Red Clay, 1835: Cherokee Removal and the
Meaning of Sovereignty” once each. When I teach with Reacting games, I devote the
entire class to them, two games per semester, rather than integrate full or partial games
into more traditional courses.
Reacting is a true community of teacher-scholars, generous with their time and spirit.

In addition to conferences, that community manifests through the Facebook “Reacting to
the Past—Faculty Lounge.”1 If you have trepidations about entering the Reacting-verse,
know that many people will be there alongside you. That generosity is also found in
e-mail exchanges with game designers. Only one of the four games mentioned above
—“Patriots, Loyalists, and Revolution in New York City”—is published in book
form, a “Level 5” game in RTTP parlance. The others are available for download
from the RTTP Game Library.2 “Kentucky, 1861” and “Red Clay, 1835” are “Level 4
Games,” which means they have been peer reviewed by the Reacting Editorial Board.
“Frederick Douglass: 1845” is a “Level 3” Game,” which means it has been play-
tested at conferences and reviewed by members of the Reacting Consortium Board.
“Level 1” and “Level 2” games are in beta mode and are not always ready for full class-
room play. This is open-source education, in the best sense of that term.
Do not think that RTTP classes teach themselves or that they are somehow less work

than a traditional class. They are not, at least not in my experience. The work is distrib-
uted very differently though, far more just-in-time and by-the-seat-of-your-pants. The
games follow a similar pattern, which includes several class days of background and
set-up that can involve either lecture or reading and discussion or a combination of
both; several weeks of gameplay; and then at least one day of debrief in which the stu-
dents, now out of character, discuss their experiences. In my most recent course for
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majors, I added a second day of debrief to the game, a day on which we discuss the his-
torical questions raised by the game play. I have also tried to bookend the gameplay with
more conventional historical content, adding a concluding reading or documentary to the
end of the game. It is important that students be historically aware as they enter the game,
but it is equally important, in my judgment, that they be historically reflective as they
leave the game. Supplementary reading suggestions are offered in the Instructor’s
Manual, but I have often added my own spin on the process as well.
This raises the important question, on which I suspect I am not in the majority in the

Reacting community—that of faculty expertise. While the games are designed and
written by field experts, the theory is that they can be run in the classroom by non-spe-
cialist faculty. As a historian of the American nineteenth century, centering on the Civil
War, I certainly felt a level of comfort with the “Patriots, Loyalists, and Revolution in
New York City” game, as I presume I would with “The Trial of Anne Hutchinson:
Liberty, Law, and Intolerance in Puritan New England.” I could see myself running
one of the twentieth-century games as well, perhaps “Greenwich Village, 1913: Suffrage,
Labor, and the New Woman,” or “The Struggle for Civil Rights: Birmingham to
Memphis, 1963–66.” These topics are related to my teaching experiences, and I would
regard myself as competent to teach conventional classes in the colonial or modern
United States as well, given a need. I concede that I am fortunate in the academy in
that I am largely asked to teach in or near my disciplinary specialty. But I am less intel-
lectually and pedagogically comfortable with the idea of running a game far outside my
disciplinary expertise: for example, the incredibly successful, “The Threshold of Democ-
racy: Athens in 403 B.C.” or “Defining a Nation: India on the Eve of Independence,
1945.” You have to do what you are comfortable doing. Staying close to home, so to
speak, probably requires less in-depth preparation in new areas of study, but moving
far away from home might open you up to new connections and possibilities. The
design of the games—as self-contained as possible—makes them potentially accessible
to faculty with limited prior knowledge of the topic. You just have to be willing to do the
extra work!
In terms of the day-to-day faculty experience, teaching a Reacting class involves a fair

amount of chaos and on-your-toes thinking. It is acceptable, and even necessary, to make
rules up as you go along. This is especially true as each game winds toward its conclu-
sion. The first few days are often slow-paced and cautious, as students get used to the
notion of historical role-playing and to each other, while the last few days are often fre-
netic and disorganized, as factions scramble to unveil the denouement of their master
plan or else struggle to claim victory from the jaws of defeat. In particular, the last
few minutes of the last class, depending on the game, can be chaos incarnate. Many of
the games have interjections by the Gamemaster as the game proceeds—giving students
new information to which they must react, for example—and that tends to accelerate as
time winds down. I have also learned, after the painful experience of my first time teach-
ing Reacting, to forbid students frommaking their required, pre-prepared, stock speeches
on the last day. My first last day was a stilted parade of required speeches that were only
tangentially related to the matters at hand. Since that ban was enacted, last days have gone
much more smoothly—which is to say much more chaotically!
A lot of the on-your-toes thinking required of faculty comes from student enthusiasm

and from student anachronisms. On the one hand, students are often fully immersed and
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invested in what they are doing. They are working harder than they have ever worked in a
history class but they are not noticing it. On the other hand, they are also innovating, es-
pecially if their roles are quite confining. History imposes limits, and although this is a
pedagogy that centers on human agency and contingency, there have to be limits.
There were limits on the historical actors, and there have to be limits on the students
playing historical actors. This, for me, is where disciplinary expertise and comfort
really comes into play. As an expert, I am able to guide students to what might be appro-
priate courses of action in the game and away from those which are not. Were I lacking
that knowledge, I am not sure my hand would be as steady. And the further away the
games get from the limits of what actually could have happened, the further they get
away from an acceptable classroom pedagogy.
In terms of the student experience, especially for the first time in a Reacting classroom,

some preparation is essential. The last thing you want is for students to think that all they
are doing is “playing games.”AsMark Carnes has written, play is not to be scoffed at and
looked down upon, so it is useful to reveal the pedagogy to the class. Although it was not
available when I first started teaching Reacting, in my most recent outing I gave the stu-
dents selected chapters from Carnes’s Minds on Fire: How Role-Immersion Games
Transform College.3 We read and discussed them in the second day of the semester.
What I regret, in hindsight, is that we did not return to that reading at the end of the semes-
ter, in light of the students’ experiences between the two points. In addition to pedagog-
ical preparation, students need to be aware of the volume of reading, writing, and
speaking they will be doing in the class. Given that, another change I plan to adopt is
to treat the class as more of a research methods class, talking to students explicitly
before we play the first game about how to find and use historical sources. I remember
the joy of talking to a student who was taking a Reacting class.We were crossing the road
going to the Student Center and the student showed me a dusty biography recently
checked out of the college library. We spent a few minutes as we walked to lunch
talking about the joys of books, and libraries, and the special joy of the historian—
holding a book that had not been checked out of the stacks in decades! That, for me,
was the moment when I realized, viscerally and personally, the power of this pedagogy.
This was a first-semester, first-year student having a genuine research experience. Of
their own volition. But that serendipity needs to be nurtured and encouraged.
The course description for my RTTP-inflected courses ends with this sentence, “Our

exploration presumes that individuals play a significant role in history; it asserts that
broader economic and social forces place constraints on what individuals may do, but
that those forces do not determine human events—people do.” I say this because it is
my guiding principle of historical inquiry. People matter. There is no better way to dem-
onstrate to students that people matter than to make them matter, as historical actors in
historical situations. This is also a lesson that speaks to the value of historical study
for life beyond the classroom—for the value of humanistic study and active citizenship.
Reacting to the Past does this in ways that are wide and deep. Students who take a class
based on this pedagogy often take another and then another. It is fun but also rigorous and
challenging. It is, in short, the sugar that helps the medicine go down!
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NOTES

1This is a closed group that can be joined via Google Form at http://bit.ly/JoinReactingFacultyLounge2014.
2This can be reached through the Instructor Resources section of the RTTP web site at Barnard College

(https://reacting.barnard.edu/).
3Mark C. Carnes, Minds on Fire: How Role-Immersion Games Transform College (Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, 2014).
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